SPOT X provides 2-way satellite messaging when you’re off the grid or beyond reliable cellular coverage. Connect SPOT X to your smartphone via Bluetooth wireless technology through the SPOT X app to access your contacts and communicate easily with family, friends, or directly with Search & Rescue services in a life-threatening situation. If preferred or when necessary, SPOT X can be used as a standalone communication device. SPOT X has its own dedicated U.S. mobile number, so others can message you directly at any time.

**SPOT X FEATURES**

Easily connect the SPOT X device to the SPOT X app and have satellite connectivity at your fingertips.

**TRAFFIC** - Choose 2 ½, 5, 10, 30, or 60 minute tracking intervals, and track your adventure with SPOT's easy-to-use cloud-based mapping.

**SHARE** - Link your device in SPOT MyAccount to share your adventure.

**MESSAGE** - Exchange messages with any cell phone number or email address from virtually anywhere in the world.

**S.O.S.** - Send an S.O.S. to 24/7 Search & Rescue services, message back and forth about the nature of your emergency, and receive confirmation when help is on the way.

**CHECK IN** - Quickly and easily let everyone know you’re OK.

**COMPASS** - Navigate using the built-in compass and programmable waypoints.

*Available on the SPOT X device ONLY, not on the SPOT X App.

**SPOT X WEIGHT**

**HEIGHT:** 6.54”
 **WIDTH:** 2.9”
 **THICKNESS:** 0.94”
 **WEIGHT:** 7.0 oz

**WHAT MAKES SPOT X UNIQUE?**

- **2.7” BACKLIT DISPLAY**
- **IMPACT, DUST AND WATER RESISTANT (IP67)**
- **ALERT 24/7 SEARCH & RESCUE**
- **ILLUMINATED QWERTY KEYBOARD**
- **MICRO USB PORT**
- **EASILY CONNECT YOUR SMARTPHONE WITH THE SPOT X APP**
- **RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM BATTERY**
- **240 HOURS (10 DAYS) OF BATTERY LIFE IN 10 MINUTE TRACKING MODE***
- **LIGHTWEIGHT**

*Battery life is based on a full charge during initial device usage and an ideal operating temperature of 77°F with a clear view of the sky with no obstructions.

**DOWNLOAD THE SPOT X APP**

Compatible with iOS 10.0+ & Android 5.0+
SPOT X offers two different service subscription options. Choose either a monthly Flex Plan or an annual contract plan. Flex Plans are best for seasonal use and only require a one-month subscription. Annual plans are perfect for get-up-and-go year round use with an added benefit of monthly payment. Annual contract plans also have the option to pay upfront and receive all allotted messages in advance to use whenever you want.

**SERVICE & PRICING**

**BASIC**

- **$11.95**
- 12 Month Term Applies
- 20 CUSTOM MESSAGES
- 25¢ per additional message
- S.O.S. UNLIMITED
- CHECK IN MESSAGES UNLIMITED
- PREDEFINED MESSAGES UNLIMITED
- TRACKING 10, 30, 60 Minutes
- MOVEMENT ALERT Not Included
- ACTIVATION FEE: $19.95

**ADVANCED**

- **$19.95**
- 12 Month Term Applies
- 100 CUSTOM MESSAGES
- 25¢ per additional message
- S.O.S. UNLIMITED
- CHECK IN MESSAGES UNLIMITED
- PREDEFINED MESSAGES UNLIMITED
- TRACKING 5, 10, 30, 60 Minutes
- MOVEMENT ALERT 30 min, 60 min, 4 hr, 12 hr
- ACTIVATION FEE: $19.95

**UNLIMITED**

- **$29.95**
- 12 Month Term Applies
- CUSTOM MESSAGES UNLIMITED
- S.O.S. UNLIMITED
- CHECK IN MESSAGES UNLIMITED
- PREDEFINED MESSAGES UNLIMITED
- TRACKING 2.5, 5, 10, 30, 60 Minutes
- MOVEMENT ALERT 30 min, 60 min, 4 hr, 12 hr
- ACTIVATION FEE: $19.95

**FLEX BASIC**

- **$14.95**
- 1 Month Minimum Term Applies
- 20 CUSTOM MESSAGES
- 25¢ per additional message
- S.O.S. UNLIMITED
- CHECK IN MESSAGES UNLIMITED
- PREDEFINED MESSAGES UNLIMITED
- TRACKING 10, 30, 60 Minutes
- MOVEMENT ALERT Not Included
- ACTIVATION FEE: $19.95
- FLEX CHARGE: $24.95*

**FLEX ADVANCED**

- **$29.95**
- 1 Month Minimum Term Applies
- 100 CUSTOM MESSAGES
- 25¢ per additional message
- S.O.S. UNLIMITED
- CHECK IN MESSAGES UNLIMITED
- PREDEFINED MESSAGES UNLIMITED
- TRACKING 5, 10, 30, 60 Minutes
- MOVEMENT ALERT 30 min, 60 min, 4 hr, 12 hr
- ACTIVATION FEE: $19.95
- FLEX CHARGE: $24.95*

**FLEX UNLIMITED**

- **$39.95**
- 1 Month Minimum Term Applies
- CUSTOM MESSAGES UNLIMITED
- S.O.S. UNLIMITED
- CHECK IN MESSAGES UNLIMITED
- PREDEFINED MESSAGES UNLIMITED
- TRACKING 2.5, 5, 10, 30, 60 Minutes
- MOVEMENT ALERT 30 min, 60 min, 4 hr, 12 hr
- ACTIVATION FEE: $19.95
- FLEX CHARGE: $24.95*

**ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS**

The SPOT X device requires an active service subscription to properly perform pairing via Bluetooth wireless technology, 2-way satellite messaging, tracking, S.O.S. capabilities and all other device functions.

*Enrollment in any Flex Plan is subject to a $24.95 Annual Flex Charge that is payable upon activation and then each year at renewal, even if the device is suspended at that time. This Flex Charge allows the customer to suspend service anytime during the year without activation fee recurrence when turning service on again throughout the year. All Flex Plans have a one month minimum term. Message allotment includes both incoming and outgoing messages.

All non-flex plans are 12 month terms with the option of monthly payments or one annual upfront payment. Those customers who prefer to make an upfront payment will get the added benefit of receiving allotted plan messages in advance for use as frequently as they would like throughout the year. Those customers who prefer to make monthly payments on the annual plan should note that unused messages will not roll over to the next month. All plans are subject to a one-time $19.95 activation fee. No charge applies to changing to a more inclusive annual plan; a $24.95 fee applies to changing to a less inclusive annual plan. Early termination of the service agreement will require a customer to pay an Early Termination Fee in the amount of 100% of the outstanding balance of the contract, plus the full amount of any credits issued during the Term (including promotions).

Visit FindMeSPOT.com for the latest on service pricing and our current coverage area.
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